Abstract - E-commerce includes shopping for and promoting of merchandise and services, or the transmitting of budget or data, over a system, predominantly the net. E-commerce could be a paradigm shift influencing each entrepreneur and also the customers. Rather e-commerce is pretty simply differently to boost the winning enterprise practices. It’s main to an entire extrude within the conventional manner of doing enterprise. A massive net penetration has introduced to increase of E-trade and extra specifically start-ups are an increasing number of the use of this option as a differentiating enterprise version. Moreover, E-Commerce has giant impacts at the environment. Nowadays, maximum of the web sites is powered by way of means of distinct content management systems (CMS) that allows website directors to make adjustments to their web sites without net programming gear knowledge. WordPress, Joomla and Drupal are famous open supply CMS technologies; however, WordPress has become far greater famous amongst three within the beyond couple of years. The present research has been undertaken to explain benefits of the E-commerce website ABCwools and why it is different from other shopping websites.
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1. INTRODUCTION

E-commerce method digital trade. Its method dealing in items and offerings thru the digital media and net. E-trade entails sporting on an enterprise with the assist of the net and with the aid of using the record of the records era like Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). E-Commerce pertains to an internet site of the seller at the Internet, who trades merchandise or offerings immediately to the purchaser from the portal. The portal makes use of a virtual buying cart or virtual buying basket machine and lets in fee through credit score card, debit card or EFT (Electronic fund transfer) payments.

An extra definition is: E-commerce is the usage of digital communications and virtual records processing era in enterprise transactions to create, transform, and redefine relationships for free advent among or amongst agencies, and among agencies and individuals. The foremost varieties of digital trade are: enterprise-to-enterprise (B2B); enterprise-to-consumer (B2C); enterprise-to-government (B2G); consumer-to-consumer (C2C); and cellular trade (m commerce).

E-Commerce is the method of doing commercial enterprise online via laptop networks. The first aim of an ecommerce web website online is to promote items and offerings online. Online purchasing can be a sort of digital purchasing store in which the client is without delay online to the seller’s laptop generally through the internet. A character sitting on his chair earlier than on a laptop can get the right of entry to all of the centers of the internet to buy or promote merchandise. Online Shopping system facilitates in shopping for merchandise, merchandise and offerings online through deciding on the indexed merchandise from the website (ECommerce web website online). The go-cart is specifically beneficial for those who haven’t time to journey to purchasing. Go-cart can be an essential characteristic hired in e-trade to assist people making purchases online. Buy and sell method is finished electronically or coins on delivery. Users can login into an eCommerce website, as soon as they log in then routinely one
go-cart is going to be created, as soon as the consumer picks out an object it’s going to boom cart. Just in case a consumer thinks the selected object is not beneficial for him, then he can delete that object and shape the cart. Report technology characteristic is furnished with the usage of Crystal Reports to give you different kinds of reviews like bar graphs, pie charts and desk type charts etc.

Fig.1. CMS Structure

The essential idea of the making use of is to allow the consumer to shop for truly the usage of the internet and allow clients to buy the matters and articles of their choice from the shop. E-trade is rapidly gaining ground as a familiar and used commercial enterprise paradigm.

2. Literature Survey

The blessings to agencies that obtain Business-to Customer (B2C) e-Commerce are compelling. Effective B2C e-Commerce implementations can assist agencies recognize good sized price savings, growth revenue, provide quicker delivery, lessen management costs, and improve patron service. Thus, e-Commerce is probably a major vicinity for studies way to its novelty and exploding growth. Extensive studies in E-Commerce implementation research shows that the definition of implementation has been argued and perplexing for researchers. Development of E-trade is finished via way of means of B2B and B2C and assist the customer to satisfy the requirement.

3. Proposed Study

The paper discusses the need to make the E-commerce website ABCwools, and why WordPress was the choice as tool to develop it. One of the predominant characteristics of the Word Press CMS is that it has the capacity to form the contents how the person wishes. Supportive themes and plugins had been delivered by special builders for coping with the information go with the drift throughout the web sites extra efficiently.

A. Motivation

A good quality wool for the new burns, that is provided within India, and a strive for ‘vocal for local’, was the reason in making this website. In today's extremely competitive market, efficient management is also gaining popularity. The goal of this study is to see ‘urgency and deliver’ methodology the need of particular hand produced wools and maintenance of it.

B. Scope of proposed work

The scope of the website is to provide a variety of wools to the customers and also keeping a record for all the products supplied and giving a clean and trusted appearance for the intended users to build trust. This allows the company to plan for the future needs.

C. Functionalities

Following functionalities are provided by the website:

• Customer’s registration:
  The customer can register on the website using their email address or through Google or Facebook.

• Manage an online store inventory:
  An online store inventory is managed so the product availability and access are easily possible.

• Adding new items:
  New items can easily be added to the inventory.

• Manage a customer’s “Shopping Cart”:
  A shopping cart provides easy checking out and managing favorite products for purchasing.

• Confirm Orders:
Customers can confirm orders and choose to pay via different payment methods.

- **Have an unambiguous interface to assist in browsing the categories and products:**

The products are divided into various categories, so that the products can be filtered by the groups.

### 4. Methodology

The website lets customers login or signup with their account. There among the variety of products in different categories, customer can choose their what they like and make purchase through different payment methods such as debit card, credit card, cash on delivery etc. The inventory lets us tell the availability of products and maintaining it, thus tells us which products goes out of stock and should be restocked.

#### A. Advantage for using WordPress

- It is an open-source CMS tool with the capacity to keep web sites from any PC or smartphone.
- Helps plenty for developing groups like E-Commerce.
- There isn't any software program requirement for HTML editing.
- It is an easy-to-use authoring surroundings setting in particular designed to work like Word.

### 5. Interface of Proposed Work

A login or sign-up page is used to authenticate genuine buyers and secure the website from unauthorized access. Login can be easily done through Google and Facebook for ease.

#### A. Fig.2. shows the login/signup page.

#### B. Fig.3. shows the inventory in which all the products are stored and managed.

#### C. Fig.4. shows the shopping cart from where further checkout can be made using preferred payment methods.
6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is the abstract representation of the E-commerce website. This website aims for the line ‘Vocal for Local’ and ‘Women Empowerment’. The people looking for good quality and trusted product can find the same on this website. WordPress is accountable for 14.7 percentage of the pinnacle million web sites international representing small, medium and huge business. The New York Times, Wall Street Journal’s Speakeasy, Ford, New York University Library, CNN, Harvard Law School, Ben & Jerry, People Magazine, NASA. Some of the alternative main businesses like Bata, CNN, and Huffington Post additionally use WordPress to develop their internet site or blogs. What is even greater unexpected is that there are some celebrities who use WordPress like Usain Bolt, The Rolling Stones, Snoop Dogg, Bill Cosby.
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